BECOME AN AAM PEER REVIEWER!

Would you like to...
- Give back to the museum field?
- Get no-cost professional development?
- Learn from other museums?
- Travel and expand your network?

Are you someone who is:
- Strongly committed to nurturing institutional excellence?
- Knowledgeable about museum standards and operations in practice?
- A leader with 5 years of professional experience in decision-making roles?
- Actively engaged in the field beyond your own museum?
- A critical thinker and strong writer?

AAM is continually recruiting for new PEER REVIEWERS

AAM Peer Reviewers volunteer their time to support the Accreditation and Museum Assessment Programs. They review museum self-assessment materials, conduct site visits, and write reports summarizing their findings.

- MAP reviewers offer consultative feedback and recommendations to help museums improve.
- Accreditation reviewers observe and analyze the museum’s operations in practice against standards to inform the Accreditation Commission’s decision-making.

With each site visit Peer Reviewers interact with fellow professionals and learn how another museum addresses its challenges and community. Their service is critical to the success of both programs.

Peer Review is a great opportunity whether you are a mid-career professional, have been in the field for many years, or even recently retired.

Learn more and apply at www.aam-us.org/peer-review

Questions? peer-review@aam-us.org